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University of Tennessee Law Library
May 1, 1933 - June 30, 1933
Monday, May 1, 1933
8-1
H. H. Turner.
Compared location marks in old text cds. Mr. Broome used library for Judge Hicks.
Discovered a few more book plates so pasted Minn. to 126. Mr. Fitzgerald used Conf. room
11.10- joined by Mr. Dye 11:45
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
A large crowd and many wants - getting towards exam and many summaries to be gotten
up7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
What about the daylight saving hours - is the UT going to observe it?
Tuesday, May 2, 1933
8 - 8:30
C. F. Heiskell
Miss Long came up to say we should go the new daylight schedule Monday A. M. May 8th
Mr. Foster Conf. room 10:30 - 12
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Worked on location marks for O. T.s Miss Hughes & Mr. Dye in Conference room 12.10 12.45
12:30 - 3:30
C. F. Heiskell
Marked Gill’s Cl. App. Md. Reports- 9 vols.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden.
Miss Long says exams begin May 22- Sorry about the daylight saving - went through it once
- hoped I’d never have to again. Did book & money statistics & some work on the cards. Mr.
White (Reg. lawyer) in Lib. all afternoon. Foster & Craig in Conf. room 3:00-5:30.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Conf. room occupied by Mr. Weatherford 7:15 - 9. Alphabeted. Put nos. in N.C. repts.
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Wednesday May 3rd 1933
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Counted all circulations for April and put in Circulation record book. Campus mail,
accessioned and collated- Mr. Hurley Fowler's office called up to know if he or they could
have Am. Bar Ass'n Report for 1921- Miss Baker said not as these volumes were among the
lists of volumes not to be loaned. Glad to have them used here- Began posting bookplates in
Mo.
9-1
H. H. Turner
Finished pasting book plates in Minn. & Mich.; and started pasting at the end of Mo. pasted
to v. 312 305 going backward. Mr. Dye in Conf. room 12:35 - 2:00
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Worked some on N.J. reports. When students too restless for me to do much, cut down
some cards & slips to standard size. Mr. J.G. Johnson Jr. (rep. reg. lawyer) used Lib. Clark in
Conf. room 3:30 - 4:30.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Most of the tables filled this evening.
Thursday, May 4, 1933
8 - 12:30
H. H. Turner
Continued pasting Mo. bookplates to 221 backwd. Misses Bergen & Tetford to accession.
Mr. Broome for Judge Hicks. Mr. Wilson in Conf. room 11:05. Campus mail. Used up all
bookplates.
11 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
As there were no more book plates to work on went back to numbering or marking
Maryland as Miss Tedford stamped the ones that had not been stamped previous. Mt.
Foster Conf room 1:30- Mr. McAfee (reg. member) working in Library this P.M- Miss
Nellie Gourse a former student graduate visited Library with a friend from Canada- Full
room but most restless, can't get much concentrated work accomplished with so much
room supervision necessary.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Put nos. in N. C. repts. Warren Kennerly, rep. reg. lawyer
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Friday, May 5. 1933
8 - 10:30
H. H. Turner
Marked N. C. reports. Mr. O'Neal (grad.) lawyer looked up a reference in N. E. Explained
ruling but in Mr. Witham's absence let him go ahead, only here a minute, & didn't sit down.
9-1
Marked Md. repts.

C. F. Heiskell

1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden.
Finished slips for N. J. Law & Equity, N. Mex. & N. Y. common law reports. Could work in
stacks while students waited on front steps to throw eggs at Carnicus floats! Very quiet in
RR all afternoon. Maryville lawyer used Lib. - with Mr. Witham's permission. B Foster in
Conf. room 3:30 - 4:00- A reg. lawyer used Lib. also.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
While there were a number using Library they left early and only Miss Hughes and myself
held forth until closing time. Guess the Carnicus was the attraction.
Saturday, May 6, 1933
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Rec'd a few more book plates so pasted Mo. repts back to 204 197. Mr. Witham says Mr.
Cramer yesterday said "Maryville bunch of lawyers" would be glad to pay small fee for law
lib. privileges, but Mr. W. thinks they should have courtesy extended unless their visits
grow too frequent, so librarians are to act accordingly & inform him if visitors from M- get
too numerous, otherwise let them use library free.
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
As H. H. T. brought some more book plates resumed the putting in of same in Mo. down to
84 which finished up the plates on handMonday, May 8. 1933 "Daylight Saving"
8-1
H. H. Turner
Resumed the marking of N. C. book plates. Miss Tedford to accession Minn. Mr. Weaver in
Conf. room 11.05 - 12. Dean escorted some strangers though lib. Mr. Dye in Conf. room
12.45-.
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1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Campus mail- Large crowd and much supervision necessary- Marked some Md. reportsHave failed to locate 8 Fed Repts - has been wanted by some of Mr. Warner's class in
Mortgages- Asked Mr. Warner if he had taken it out but he said, no.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
It seemed more like 7 A. M. in place of 7 P. M. - 'twas so light with sun pouring in at west
windowsTuesday May 9, 1933
8 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Cleaned up desk and its equipments- Suggest, when filling ink well, not to fill so full as it get
the top so filled with ink its hard to keep it clean and neat. Glad to record that 8 Fed was
found by H. H. T. in near N. Carolina shelves.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Marked N.C. repts. Found repts. in stacks from Ala. thro' to Ky. in a terrible state of
confusion- (about 56 vols. out of place, upside down and in wrong sets.) Took about 1/4hr.
to straighten. This phenomenon is of very recent occurrence. Have never seen anything like
it. Think shelves should be thoroughly read. Many books are being left on tables on
Sundays & this condition may be caused by same person. Mr. Wilson in Conference room
12.20- Put location marks on O.T. slips.
1 - 3:30
C. F. Heiskell
See H. H. T. - speaks of confusion in stack volumes- When I also went to get the Maryland
repts- for marking found both Mass. and Mich., where some of my Md. should be and in
replacing these first mentioned volumes found a member of Iowa, Kentucky and Indiana
volumes mixed in these shelves - had quite a hunt for some of the out of place Md. volumes
and as these had been in order on Saturday couldn't understand the confusion1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Finished up slips for N.Y. (Hun's reports & digests) & N. Dak- Began notes on Ohio. Miss
Baker thinks it not worth while to try to do anything with waste paper - said Main would
let junk collectors have theirs. Am going to ask for a cop. of O. P. Temple's "Notable Men of
Tenn" to keep here. Many of them were lawyers. I found an extra cop. with the Temple
papers. Brought cards for Va.. & Md-. Mr. Cramer of Maryville. H. Broome working for Judge
Hicks.
7 - 9:30
Put nos. in N.C. repts.

H. H. Turner
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Wednesday May 10, 1933
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskel
Finished marking Maryland Repts- except the 4 Vol. of Md. Ch. Div. that Miss Tedford hasn't
stamped with Law. Whoever is on duty when she comes next please call her attention to
these vols. Guess we had better post exam reserved after Conference tomorrow as many
asking -Think also it should be a morning when both H. H. T. and C. F. H. are on duty as 'tis
too much for one to attend to along with desk and room supervision9-1
H. H. Turner
Finished N. C. repts & started Va.. Read shelves Ala. thro. Mass. replacing vols. out of
place with aid from C. F. H.!
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
No court today so quiet enough to make progress with state reports. Finished Ohio & Okla.
Mr. White (reg lawyer) worked in Lib. Campus mail. Mr. McClure sold the waste paper 360
lbs. for 36¢ - He had been told he could keep the money for what came out of faculty offices
but did not keep it separate so gave him 26¢ & kept two nickels for ice. He offered to turn it
all in. The junk man left him some bags & asked to be notified when there is more- I cleared
off the bottom shelf under curtain, putting cleaning things on shelf above & told him he
could take away what we put there- We will put discarded rept Advance sheets etc. there
instead of waste basket in future. Mr. Craig in Conf. room 1:40 - 3:30 (about)
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Students not liking the early opening hour - would rather have the old evening opening
they sayThursday, May 11. 1933
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Started erasing gift book plates in recent vols. of state repts. beginning with Ala. Marked a
few Va. repts. Mr. Snepp (representing reg. lawyer) used Lib. Mr. Fitzgerald in Conf. room
10.10. Put up notice that exam reservations could be made tomorrow a.m. 9
10:30 - 12:30
E. L. Ogden
1-5:30Conference - Decided to begin reserving books for exam. tomorrow at 9 a.m- No
other business of importance. E. L. O. announced decision to finish Penna & then
concentrate on arrears. Later. Finished Ore. & nearly finished Penna-
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11 - 12:45
C. F. Heiskell
1 - 5:30
R. R. supervision and odds and ends - going over book advertisements
sorting them out. Erased some KBLA's stamped on bookplates in some of the State Repts,
Idaho to end of where the plates were pasted.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Erased gift plates in N.Y., Ga. & Supreme Ct. L Ed. Put nos. on cds. in Sec. 5 - & marked book
plates in Va. reports.
Friday, May 12. 1933
8 - 11
H. H. Turner
Attended to reserves. Mr. Kelly Sam Young (reg. lawyer) & another man Atkins? (reg.
lawyer) used library together. In spare moments put nos. on cards in Sec. 5. Finished.
Cleaned top of desk.
9-1
C. F. Heiskell
Quite a number of reserves taken from 11-12 n.- Mr. Ed Dalston paid his fine and reserved
some books(?) Messrs Sam Young and James Atkins, regular members, asked to have their
books left on table until afternoon, brought a Stenographer for work. Had to get Miss Long
to copy Exam Schedule for Library as Students wanted see exam dates- Straightened up
periodical shelves as each day one finds a number put in wrong place.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Made slips from yesterdays notes for most of Penna- Will finish it on Tues. Mr. McClure
filled ink-station. Same visitors as this a.m. and N.B. Morrell. (reg. lawyer).
7 - 9:30
Many in Library-

C. F. Heiskell

Saturday May 13. 1933
8 - 10
H. H. Turner
Odd jobs. Display case, & OED Texts.
9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskell
Like it always is, some wanting to make reserves after many of the subjects are all taken "just didn't look at notice"! Mended-
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Monday, May 15. 1933
8-1
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in Mo. back to 145 when supply gave out. Campus mail found
downstairs, a box having been torn open. Mr. McClure also brought 73 Ark. from Mr.
Witham's office for which there seems to be no slip. (Saw Mr. Witham Saturday at Fac.
garden party & he said that we must keep him informed about any students' misbehavior
irregularities in library). Talked with Jo Dalstrom when he returned brother's book. He was
surprised to hear he owed a fine!! Marked Va. S When finished will do Mich. repts. Left
Minn. no. for C. F. H.
1 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
When did nos. for Michigan and Minnesota reports arrive? When E. L. O. and I spoke of the
work on Friday the last day she was here she said there were neither nos. or book plates
forthcoming at that time. A restless Monday afternoon crowd. Law Review board pressing
1st year students in to service of reading proof for next issue of Review
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskell
Much complaining as to the heat. Pocket supp- R. C. L. put in. Mr. Witham copy of Clay's
Regulations of Public Utilities brought up to Library desk for Students use.
Tuesday, May 16, 1933
8 - 12:30

C. F. Heiskell

Marked some Minnesota repts. Miss Baker came to visit Library and to talk to H. H. T. and C.
F. H. about vacation - under the present conditions she wants C. F. H. to take her months
vacation all at one time beginning Saturday after she closes Library, 12:30, and come back
on the morning of June 21st, at which time E. L. O. will go to Main leaving H. H. T. and C. F.
H. at Law Library until July 1st when H. H. T. goes for hers - coming back on Sept. 1st, or
rather after Labor Day. (Sept 5). Miss Baker complimented the quiet, orderly, studious
atmosphere of the R. R. - glad it was this a. .m. and not yesterday P. M. when they were so
restless and had to be spoken to so often.
10 - 1
H. H. Turner
Put nos. in Va. & Mich. repts. Mr. Carriger & Wilkerson (alumnus) & out of town lawyers
visited library. Mr. Wilkerson wrote 1st article in last Tenn. Law rev.
1 - 3:30
C. F. Heiskell
More marking of Minn. repts. - also looked after R. R. and desk. Mr. Cockran brought in
some Campus mail to desk said Mr. Perrin asked him to bring it to Library.
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Finished Okla. & Penna repts ready for catalogers - did a little work on cards and started
some mending. Jarvis & Clark in Conference room 2:30-5:30. R.W. Ogden using Collier &
other bankruptcy books by permission of E. L. O.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Mr. Craig in Conf. room 7.30 - 8.45 Marked Mich. repts. Large but very quiet croud.
Wednesday May 17, 1933
8 - 12
C. F. Heiskell
Marked Minnesota. A large crowd and much help needed as well as moving aroundMended some Restatements9-1
H. H. Turner
Finished pasting Mo. book plates (Miss Tedford probably will come down tomorrow a..m.)
Marked Mich. Mr. Fitzgerald in conf. room 12:05 - 5:00.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Mended some; began work on schedule for E. L. O. & H. H. T. Ju May 22 - June 20.
Complicated as it takes in the irregular periods of close of exams, registration and change
to summer school hours. Asked Mr. Witham if last summer's was satisfactory - He said yesAlso asked him if he thought it too cheeky to ask F. Fowler if he had a cop. of Har. L.R. v.37
no.6 he could lend us till after exams. Now that we are not letting bound periodicals
circulate over night the demand for Harvard & especially this vol. is greater than ever- Mr.
Witham said he would try to borrow one- If he hasn't perhaps we might try H. Broome.More talking than there should have been but thought I'd try to get something done myself
and so overlooked it7 - 9.30
C. F. Heiskell
Marked some Minnesota. Are there enough bookplates to finish any other set of Repts? A
well filled room but quiet. All busy getting up work and studying for Exams.
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Thursday May 18. 1933
8 - 12.30
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in Nevada repts. Finished set- Miss Bergen said yesterday that she
didn't know when any more would be ready as they were working very busily on other
matters. Mr. Dunlap in Conf. room 8.25 - 10- Garrett (alumnus Kingsport) with consent of
Dean used lib. Miss Tedford accessioned Mo. repts. Mr. Fitzgerald in Conf. room 10 - 11. Mr.
Jo Dalstrorn tried in vain to make reserves for exam. period after promising to pay fine
first; before they were due to go out. then he offered a 20.w bill & expected that would
ensue restore his credit. (side note: Manner very violent & excited!) Told him my personal
opinion of his and his brother's dilatory methods. Meantime Main had called up to make
final inquiries before turning name over to Dean Massey. Students had full benefit & were
much interested. Put nos. in Mich. repts. Mr. Craig in Conf. room 12.10. Mr. Fitzgerald
joined him 12.15 as there was no class.
11 - 5:30
C. F. Heiskell
Mended some restatements and marked Minnesota Library full students much moving
around and many wants especially for same books and restatements had to limit the time
to each- Joe Dalston paid his fine and reserved some book- Several others who only come to
Library occasionally being 2nd and 3rd year students came wanting to make reservations.
Some were too late for the subjects wanted - not much outside work gotten done with so
many wants to attend to- Mr. Morrell, reg member used Library- Kingston man stayed until
closing time Campus mail. Messrs DeVault and John Hudson reg. members using Library
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Marked Mich. repts. Mr. Parker in Conf. room 7.20-

9.

Friday, May 19. 1933
8 - 10:30
H. H. Turner
Reported to Main library that Jo Dalstrom's fine was paid, and also that last evening his
brother had made deep scratches with a knife on top of one of our tables A The one next
the alcove-. Marked Mich. repts. Mr. Lowry (a Nashville lawyer) used library ("Pritchard on
Wills.") by permission; Mr. H. Broome for Judge Hicks.
9-1
C. F. Heiskel
Finished marking Minnesota - marked the 4 v. of Md. Chancery compiled by Hon. John
Johnson Chancelor. A number using Library but quiet. Mr. Fitzgerald in Conf. room 11 4:30 (about)
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1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Worked on schedule. Mr. Witham secured loan of Harv. Law Rev. (containing article on
trusts) v.37 no.6 from S.F. Fowler- said I could use discretion about circulating so decided
to cover it securely and let it go out. Miss Long brought up exam schedule summer school
schedule. It is on desk under the glass7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskel
A very quiet studious crowd in Library this P. M.
Saturday, May 20, 1933
8 - 10
Put a few nos. in Mich. repts.

H. H. Turner

9 - 12:30
C. F. Heiskel
Many rushing up at last minute to reserve and many too late- Sorry to have to leave at this
time and not share the responsibilities of Exam reserves and closing winter session - but
'tis circumstances and not self that is controlling this leaving date. Goodbye and allgood
wishes to thee bothMonday, May 22, 1933
8-1
E. L. Ogden
Saw Miss Baker Saturday about schedules, particularly with regard to shortened schedulebeginning next Thurs. eve. She did not look at it in detail but said in general: Consider
evening closings & shorter hours between Thurs. May June 1 and Thurs. June 8 as free time
compensating for overtime of HHT & E. L. O. the previous week May 22 - June 30 and not to
be made up.- After that consider instead of putting in time at Main week by week to make
up proper number of hours for E. L. O. & HHT keep count of time so that Main Lib. may have
one or the other of us a full day sometime if work at Main piles up. Also after June 21
schedule to be determined whether E. L. O. or H. H. T. at Law according to needs of work at
Main. N.B. Morrell - reg. lawyer used Lib. Fousher & then Tate in Conf. room. 8: 10 a.m1 - 5:30; 7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Mr. J. Dalstrom in Conf. room 1.30 - 4. ^Ed Dalstrom .. .. .. 2 - 5. Copied summer schedules,
pasted b. plates in Mont. repts etc. to 73 when book plates gave out. Odd jobs. Had vigorous
conversations with both Dalstroms about letting their reserves go out before 9.30.
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Tuesday, May 23. 1933
8-1
H. H. Turner
Messrs Badgett & Lunsford in Conf. room 8-12 Finished marking Mich. repts; cut reserve
slips, dusted. At 10 Messrs Lunsford, Watson & Mann joined them in Conf. room. Judge
Hicks & a stenographer came at 10.30. Changed some location marks in O.T. During the
latter part of morning restlessness increased, talking & making silly noises (left over from
last night's celebration?) but everyone good natured when chidden! It kept one busy
locating culprits, except when Mr. J. Dalstrom tossed cigarette to Mr. Jarvis! Mr. Fousher in
Conf. room 12- joined by Mr. Badgett. Assisted Judge Hicks in collecting material.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Some restlessness but might have been worse. Badgett, Aken & Co. occupied Conf. room
most of P. M. So many wanted to work at lawyers’ table, forbade them all as there was
plenty of room in R. R.: Mr. H. Broome for Judge Hicks in Lib. Mr. McClure got electric fans
started. Not much visible result from my own work but attended to a number of small
matters that had been postponed, particularly some notes of Miss Bergen's as to things to
be done to cards - have reduced the collection of these considerably. Wrote a note to Mr.
Blackard asking him to give us his key when he goes - also to give us any "Restatements,"
even superseded ones, that he intends to discard. Gave it to Mr. McClure to put in his desk.
Mr. McC- says he has been cleaning up Mr. B's room & he will have lots to throw away. He
does not know when Mr. B expects to go- Miss Baker asked some time ago to see that his
key was turned in.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Messrs Allen & Iddins & Parker in Conference room 7-9. Every one quiet & studious.
Alphabeted. Looked over current law reviews. Examined a few old texts for location marks.
Hunted up material on "Shelley's case" for a freshman.
Thursday Wednesday, May 24, 1933
8-1
E. L. Ogden
Began going over periodical cards to see whether any missing nos. to be written for or
parts to be claimed for binding- Think it well to do this now so as to get replies before
colleges close and law review boards disperse- Campus mail came. Mr. McClure said Mr.
Perrin told him he came yesterday "about 5" but did not reply when asked how the package
came to be outside the Lib at closing time last night- He brought part of the set of Loose leaf
tax service- As it is to go on top shelves stacks, will wait for the rest before shelving- This
set was counted in books received in March although it was shelved at Main by mistake &
not sent down until now. Very quiet this a.m. Could have begun to take inventory if I had
not wanted to see to periodicals first. N. B. Morrell and J. 0. Morrell, both reg. lawyers used
Lib.
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1 - 5:30
H. H. Turner
Started marking Mo. repts. One of the shades came down so students rolled it up & put in
cor. back of desk for repairs.
7 - 9:30
E. L. Ogden
Continued making notes of periodicals to be considered for binding: Everything of
importance is up to date- Find notes of "source" and other notes have been left off some of
cards when recopying. Possibly this is the reason why Law Lib. Jour. nos. v.25, 1932 were
not removed from "Index to legal periodicals" when nos. were superseded. Made notes on
check cards of what vols. have been bound as I find this is the custom in other U. of T.
branch (& Main) Libraries & it is convenient to have there- Must remember to note this in
Procedure so as to add bring notes to date after binding. Quiet - The fan makes so much
noise it drowns out the sound of talking - at least can't be heard from desk! R. W. Ogden
used U. S. C. A Bankruptcy bu permission of E. L. Ogden.
Thursday, May 25. 1933
8-12
H. H. Turner
Started taking inventory as room was quiet in a.m. Went over all vols in R. R. with list missing 13, 14 U. S. C. A. Conf. room used by Senter, Mann- 8 - 9 Took inventory of library
office with list. Marked Mo. repts. Mr. Broome worked for Judge Hicks. Student in history
dept. used U. S. repts. Lunsford, Badgett & Snodgrass in Conf. room 11-12
11:45 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
(should have been 11:30) Found 13/14 U. S. C. A - pushed behind the others - looked twice
& found nothing, then got a step ladder & searched. Read old texts in stack room- Missed
Dean - Medico-jurisprudence & Montgomery, Federal practice 1918. Conference room
occupied whole P. M. by Craig, Senter & others. Will read it tomorrow whoever wants it.
Campus mail brought some more loose leaf tax vols. Cards not here yet so will wait to see
whether more vols. follow, Miss Baker found she thought Law Lib. News & Law Lib. jour
were the same thing because the Pres. of the Ass'n also issued the News.- Had note from
Miss Williams about it & reported. Thought I remembered seeing some nos. of Index to
legal periodicals with duplicates - so found them there & took out the Law Lib. Jour.,
completing our set. - so that's all right. Worked on cards filing and other routine not yet
finished- So far behind that clearing out one thing just uncovers more arrears.
7 - 9.30
H. H. Turner
Glad lost vols. were found. The Dean, Miss Long & I scoured his office this noon in search of
them. Mr. Mann in Conf. room 7:50- Marked Mo. repts. Read state repts from Miss. through
U. S. Supreme Ct. repts in stacks.
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Friday May 26, 1933
8-1
E. L. Ogden
Found Dean on Medical jurisprudence in Conference room and added Abbot Proof of Facts
to list of missing- Posted notices on Lib. & Dean's bulletin boards of missing volumes and
notified Miss Baker. Mr. Stewart from Cleveland used Lib. - joined shortly by T. A. Wright
(reg. lawyer); James A. Fowler (reg.) also used Lib. James Elmore, student alumnus (out of
town) used library to look up an address in Martindale. Said he might be in town all
summer. Told him to see Mr. Witham about further use of library Finished reading
Conference room- Mr. N.B. Morrell (reg. lawyer), Leslie Bass (reg. lawyer) used Library. He
wanted to borrow Restatement of Trusts no.2 (sec. 155) but declined to lend though we
have two cops- He said he would try to return Perry & Page on Monday Messrs Bryant &
Clark in Conf. room 10:30 - 12:00. Will return this P. M.- Left their things. Mr. Witham said
rather doubtfully that he supposed J. Elmore might be allowed to use the Library - has been
teaching will be here off & on this summer - may decide to practice here. Got a box of
thumb tacks from Mr. Witham. Not much accomplished spent considerable time on notes to
Miss Baker, evidence on Huffent etc.
1 - 5:30
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in Montana repts. Finished set & started N. J. Eq. to 21. Marked Mo.
repts. Campus mail came Mr. Bass (reg. lawyer) used library. Messrs Mann & Senter used
Conf. room most of p. m.
7 - 9:30
E. L. Ogden
Began to read "Reference" section of N. W. stack but did only Amer digests through A. L. R.
Students busy & quiet.- Finished a few more of Miss Bergen's notes of things to correct.
Wrote note to Miss Baker
Saturday, May 27, 1933
8 - 12:30
H. H. Turner
Read state repts. Ala- etc thro' Federal repts. CJ. s, Cyc.s, & Tenn. section in Stacks. Marked
Mich Mo. repts. Mr. Craig in Conf. room 8 - 11:30 Later Mr. Badgett joined him. Fitzgerald
off & on. Miss Kent grad. student came at noon to look up material on income tax regulation
in Supreme Court reports-
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Monday, May 29, 1933
8-1
E. L. Ogden.
Miss Tedford brought some more typed book plates & acc'd Mont., Nev., & some Conn. &
Hun's reports (N.Y.). Miss Williams phoned to ask list of supplies for next year "as soon as
possible" - "Miss Baker said she thought we would want some mending material" (which
we do).- Will find it hard to estimate quantities. Iddins, Fousher, in conference room 8-12.
Put the loose leaf tax volumes on top stack and in except 1932 (4v.) which are with the
subject in O.T. Asked Mr. Witham whether he expected Tenn. Bar Ass'n members to visit
Law Lib. while meeting here June 9, 10. He said few, if any, anyhow told Mr. McClure we
might have & to be prepared. He will try to get some clean rags. Morgan & ParkerConference room 12:45-.
1 - 5:30; 7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in N.Y. Equity repts. Finished set. Mr. Jarvis in Conf. room 1:15 - 5 Joe
Dalstrom 2:45 - 4 Mr. Parker in Conf. room 7: 10- Marked Mo. reports.
Tuesday, May 30. 1933
8-1
H. H. Turner
Put nos. in remaining Mo. repts. Started pasting b. pls. in N. J. Law repts. Campus mail. Mr.
Wilson in Conf. room 8.15- Someone working for Mr. Anderson (reg. lawyer) used S. W.
grad. several years ago but can't place him.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Found Miss Baker's note about injury to Huffcut on Agency. It is tipped in at page of fines.
Wrote note to Miss Williams as to supplies needed for next year. H. H. T. will make a copy to
file here. Brought some HRH. Liquid cold glue, having got it for use at home - will share
with Library. Very few in Library - all out at 5:15. Craig in Conf. room till about 4. Started
mending.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Copied memo. Note to Miss Williams; pasted a very few book plates in N.J. Law repts to 14;
read current Harv. Law Review
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Wednesday, May 31, 1933.
8-1
E. L. Ogden
Mended. Took 37 Harv. L. Rev. no. 7 to Dean's office to be returned to Mr. Fowler with
thanks. Ruled sheet for circulation statistics May-Aug. and copied May from calendar padMr. McClure brought 2 large clean rags (tore them into 4) and returned the missing sponge.
Did a little washing up around the desk and mending table. Miss Bergen brought some
cards & asked to have Hun (N.Y.), Mont., & Nev. counted in this month's statistics. J. L.
Clarke in Conf. room 8- ?. H. Broome worked in Lib. for Judge Hicks. Yesterday reported to
Dean Witham that Tenn. Bar Ass'n Proc. 1932 hasn't come to Law Lib. yet -his cop. rec'd
about a month ago1 - 5:30
H. H. Turner
Examined cards for location marks in O.T.s. Mended dictionary. - Mr. Foster in Conf. room
1:20 - 4 Main library asked for report of any delinquent students. Answered phone as Miss
Long conducted exam.
7 - 9:30
E. L. Ogden
Counted books & fines for May & sorted some book advts.
Thursday, June 1. 1933
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Continued working on old text slips. Spoke to Mr. Asbury about Huffcut & sent word by Mr.
Lundsford to Mr. Mann about Re-st. Trusts no.2. Former objects to paying damages but will
take it up with Miss Ogden after his examination today. A graduate student looked up
material in Tenn. repts on convict labor in mines at Coal Creek in 1892-3. Alfred Frazier,
law alumnus, came to see Tenn. material & was sent down to see Dean. Later: Mr. W. said
"Today only without paying a fee". Mr. Blackard in Conf. room 10:40-10:50. Numerous
interruptions.
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11:30 -530
E. L. Ogden
Mr. Asbury did not come so wrote him reasons why he should pay damage. A copy of letter,
also my previous note to Miss Baker with her reply and the charge card are in Huffcut on
the table back of desk. Began to mend & clean Huffcut but think best to wait now until the
matter of damage is settled. Wrote also to Mr. Mann giving him address of Amer. Institu
Law Institute and price of Trusts no.2 (90¢) & suggested he replace it & let us know his
intention at once. Mr. Whalen came for Mr. Witham's copy of Clay on Public Utilities - said
Mr. Witham said he might borrow it. He will return it to Mr. Witham. Mr. Spahr (non-reg.
lawyer used Lib.- said he would see Mr. Witham. Truck Campus mail came. Filed some book
circulars and threw away old ones. Mr. Witham says there will be $379.00 in advertising
for Law Rev. and let him know what we need most - though we may not have free choice.
Took Mr. Witham's cops of Humble & Lorenzen on Conflicts & Walsh on Anglo-Amer. law
back to his office. Library very quiet.
Friday, June 2. 1933
8 - 12:15
H. H. Turner
Put marks in cards of N.Y. Hun & Mont. repts collated Atl 164, S.W. 2d 57. (Clock is 7 min.
fast.) Gen. Fowler, reg. lawyer, used library. Mr. Blackard says he will return key the day he
leaves but expected to receive .50 in exchange as that was his deposit.
1:15 - 5
E. L. Ogden
Did a little on cards- Most of time spent trying to locate a certain Texas law in Lib. for a
Texas lawyer (did not give his name) who is "here looking up heirs" and going over Lib.
with Mr. Phillips, prospective summer course student. Mr. Mann came in and said he could
not get the Trusts till tomorrow- Phoned Miss Baker who said under the circumstances let
it go as a 25¢ fine when he brings it tomorrow - but to emphasize to him his duty to have
told us about it immediately -- which I did!!
Saturday June 3, 1933
8 - 12
E. L. Ogden
Miss Williams brought a new Record book to begin on July 1- She wanted to see if it was
right size. Mr. Mann brought Restatement Trusts no. 2 and paid fine. Mr. Blackard in for a
moment said he would have stopped to talk about key but had to get some grades in haste.
Worked on cards - haven't caught up with them yet- Miss Baker phoned about list of
supplies- Thinks, as I do, that paste goes pretty fast.- I suggested Miss Turner ask Miss
Bergen sometime to show her how much they dilute it in Main Lib & how they use it and
bring us word16

Monday, June 5: 1933.
Commencement - closed.
Newspaper clipping pasted in book:
COLLEGE OF LAW
Faculty Freshman Scholarships: First, Ivan Jean Privette, Knoxville,
second, G. S. Badgett, jr., Richwood, West. Va.
Faculty Junior Scholarships: First, L. C. Frantz, Knoxville; second, J. E.
Clark, Knoxville.
Hugh L. McClung medal: S. F. Dye, Abingdon, Va.
C. Raleigh Harrison medal: Bruce Foster of Huntsville, Tenn.
Corpus Juris Cyc: Ivan Privette of Knoxville.
Anglo-American Legal Essays Prize: C. S. Badgett, jr., of Richwood, West
Va. Cyclopedic Law Dictionary: C. S. B adgett, jr., Richwood, West Va.
Jones Legal Forms Prize: Bruce Foster of Huntsville, Tenn.
Tuesday June 6. 1933
8 - 12:15
H. H. Turner
Marked Mont. repts. Finished & started Nev.. Mr. Clarke in Conf. room 8 - 11. Mr. Powers
(David) law alumnus from N.Y. came for a minute. Mr. Witham is reported "Quite Sick".
1:15 - 5 00
E. L. Ogden
Worked on cards. No readers or visitors.
Wednesday, June 8 1933
8 - 12:15
E. L. Ogden
Showed one new student over Library. Finished arrears on cards except Ala-. Will have to
check over set again for details Asked Miss Bergen for cards for Baldwin's Suppl. to Tenn.
Code (book rec'd) and for book U. S. Constitution & S. C. Constitution - book not rec'd - &
Miss Baker what to do with Cuban books, mailed to us for approval.
1:15 - 5:00
H. H. Turner
Miss Bergen showed mixing thinning of book paste but said care must be taken to avoid
getting too thin to stick. Pasted book plates in Ohio repts. Mr. J.E. Clarke in Conference
room 1:25-4. Campus
mail. Collated 62 C.J. Carpenters here fixing window cords, door etc. Mr. Snepp
representing Mr. R.N. McConnell reg. lawyer used library.
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Thursday, June 9. 1933
8 - 12:15
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in Ohio repts. Finished. Just before closing yesterday Miss Baker
telephoned to ask who had signed for the Cuban books sent on approval which she wished
had not been accepted. Told her Miss Long had brought them up. Showed Mr. Pemberton
(summer school student) how to use library. Quite a lot of old friends back. Mr. Wicker
came in & left address & tel. no. Miss Long reports 28 in Summer School. Started pasted
book plates in Okla. repts.
1 - 5:30
E. L. Ogden
Worked on pamphlets; risking bringing staff into disrepute by beginning to sew together
articles from Harpers 1930-32, of legal interest. Mr. Ben Allen (brother of John)
out-of-town lawyer used Library, also Mr. Headman, new graduate. Mr. Witham said he told
some of this class they could use Lib. to study for Bar exam. (Je 29). Miss Baker is
answering letter about Spanish (Cuban) books telling them to send postage if the
publishers want them returned. In the mean time we will keep the packages intact.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Came early hoping to escape shower & found rain had poured in East windows & had
flooded floor & some furniture, but no books were injured & no serious damage done.
Wiped up some of it. Later found telephone case wet & put out (?). Pasted Okla. repts. Miss
Bergen said this p.m., that Miss Tedford would be here soon to accession Ohio repts. Later
Mr. McClure wiped up floors etc. He found telephone out of order. Said he would polish
furniture later. Showed library to a summer school student named Rogers. About 1/2 doz.
students who stayed until nearly closing time.
Friday, June 9, 1933
8 - 12:15
E. L. Ogden
Sorted out notes of "work deferred" in my section of "organization file" - also took all
unfinished "procedure sheets" from HHT's section & put with others in mine. Cleaned 41
Okla - 48 Ore. (mostly in stacks so as not to make a mess at desk but too hot there to keep it
up). Also Changed "title page" folder from top drawer of vertical file to next to bottom.
Dusted Tenn. Bar Ass'n Proc. and a few other conspicuous spots in case state bar ass'n
members drop it.- Do not really expect them. Got 3 nos. of Tenn. Law Rev. June 1933 to
charge from desk as Mr. Wicker has assigned work in it- About a dozen students - off & on;
quiet & studious. Will take rags home to wash - no more clean ones. Sent Miss Baker a
note of 3 missing vols. Abbott, Proof of Facts; Wells, Man in court; Montgomery Federal
procedure 1918.
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1:15 - 5
H. H. Turner
Continued Okla. pasting. Finished. About 15 in library almost all of afternoon. Put nos. in
Nev. repts.
7 - 9:30
E. L. Ogden
5 readers - 4 of them whole evening- Mended; ruled some discarded folders to be cut into
slips.
Saturday, June 10. 1933
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Pasted Oregon repts. to 22. Put nos. in Nev. Mr. Haynes from New Orleans, a law student
from Toulaine, to see Dean. Mr. Johnson (son of reg. lawyer) looked up material on
partnership Large numbers in library all a. m. Some help needed. Showed another student
how to use library. Much telephoning to attend to.
Monday, June 12, 1933
8 - 12:15
E. L. Ogden
Found books etc. from Main - 1 package, which had come by campus mail & left outside
Lib.- Mr. McClure said- Asked Mr. Witham what he thought of having trees cut down on
East side of building to increase light & air on east side Lib. - only the ones close to wall of
building. - also called attention to N. W. window frame in R. R. which is coming apart and
carpenters who repaired window cords recently said would have to be taken to shop &
couldn't do it now- Mr. Wicker has sore throat & could not meet his seniors classes today.
Several of this year's graduates studying for Bar. Cleaned a few Ore. repts until Miss
Tedford came & needed truck- Overhauled all “Restatements”, getting new boxes & taking
out numbers needing mending- Asked Mr. Warner whether Agency P.F.D. was a revision of
nos 1-3 and should students use it instead- He looked at it - said he hadn't seen it before
and as section nos are changed, give students the old nos. to which he is giving citations
now.
1:15 - 5; 7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Continued marking Neb. repts. Finished. Cut up cards for slips. Mr. DeLozier, alumnus, with
Dean's permission used library. Mr. Broome worked for Judge Hicks. Worked on location
marks for O.T., & read current law reviews. About 8 in library all the evening.
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Tuesday, June 13. 1933.
8 - 12:15
H. H. Turner
Examined slips of old texts for locations marks. A large number used library. Mr. Key (for
Gen. Kennerly, reg, lawyer) used library.
1:15 - 5
E. L. Ogden
Wrote Mr. Asbury again- Phoned Dean Massey's office to make sure address hadn't
changed- Copy of letter with Huffcut on table back of desk. Mended.
7 - 9:30
Continued working on old texts-

H. H. Turner

Wednesday, June 14, 1933
8 - 12:15
E. L. Ogden
Cleaned Ore through 15 Ser. & Rawle (Penna) mended- Mr. Witham asked to have Miss
Moylan's article in Bar examiner checked to show what Library has. Later I brought up his
cop. to check with the Lib. cop. Mr. Haynes and Mr. T.A. Wright jr. (reg. lawyer) used Lib.
Mr. Witham also brought up advts of books Thomas Law Book Co. to be kept till asked forIn bottom drawer vertical case.
1:15 - 5
H. H. Turner
Cleaned Penna. through v.46. Campus mail. Collated N.Y. repts 260; Rept. Am. bar ass'n
v.57. Put location marks in O.T.s. Large crowd all p.m.
7 -9:30
E. L. Ogden
Mended. Began to check Miss Moylan's article in "Bar examiner".
Thursday, June 15. 1933
8 - 12
H. H. Turner
Dusted Penna. repts. to 122. Started on O.T.s in N.E. stack room. Miss Tedford came to
accession N.J. repts. Judge Taylor from Morristown, and Mr. Snepp representing T.G.
McConnell (reg. law.) used library. Mr. McClure reports that Miss Baker has made
arrangements with Mr. Kirkman for Mr. McC. to clean all the law books, shelves etc.
1:15 - 5
E. L. Ogden
Finished checking Miss Moylan's article in June no of the "Bar Examiner' both Dean
Witham's cop. & the Lib. cop. & am sending the latter to Miss Baker for her inspection. R.
Kennerly working for W.T. Kennerly (reg. lawyer) used Library.
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7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Worked on location marks for O.T.s in N.E. stack room. About a dozen used library almost
all evening.
Friday, June 16
8-12:15
E. L. Ogden.
In addition to routine dusting, did ledge where Amer. digest indexes are & Penna 123-146.
Was afraid we might be ready to paste these before Mr. McClure got around to them.
Mended. Gen. Fowler (reg. lawyer) used Lib. Mr. Blackard said he would return key before
leaving. - and how about getting his 50¢ deposit back? I said "of course, if deposit is made, it
is to be returned." (But Miss B. did not mention it when she spoke of the key some time
ago). He said as a matter of fact Miss B. placed so many restrictions on use of key that it had
been in his desk, unused all the time- He did not say when he is leaving except that the
Harvard work is "for the next school year"
1:15 - 5
H. H. Turner.
Pasted bookplates in N.J. law repts. Finished set. Asked the Dean to define Mr. Ed.
Dalstrom's present status in regard to using library as he seems to be here mainly for Social
purposes, & was
told that he was to be welcomed until after bar exam.s unless his talk is loud enough to
annoy others. As his friends seem to enjoy him I suppose my duty has been performed.
7 -9:30
E. L. Ogden.
Sorry the recent graduates are behaving so badly. Had to speak to one of them this
morning- Will have to be quite strict about any talking, I see. Mr. Whalen asked if books for
a certain course, (that is each day's assignment in the course) could be left together on the
a table. When I learned there are 22 in the class, thought the plan not practical as all 22
could not use one table & the books would be scattered - and never get back - So told him
hereafter we would leave all from stacks on truck until next day closing at night & try to
clear off tables frequently- That will prevent students having to go in stacks so often. Made
slip for R.I. & began S. Dak.
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Saturday, June 17, 1933
8 - 12
E. L. OgdenTalked to Mr. Witham about behavior of graduates- He agreed that they ought to be as
quiet as others are required to be & said let him know at once, while it is going on if
possible, if any of them are disturbing the quiet. Told him also that at J. R. Neal Law School
Commencement Carl Reishling was given a Master of Laws degree & C. R. Morse a Doctor's
degree, also an honorary Doctor of Music was given the man who sang three songs & a
Doctor of Science degree to an engineer who was seen (but not heard) to talk on public
hydro-electric power in Seattle. Mr. W. says that once an institution is incorporated in
Tenn. and empowered to confer degrees it can give any kind it pleases- Cleaned Penna.
through v. 175. Mr. Haynes gave some interesting & useful data on Tulane law library - no
lending but Lib. open till 12 p.m. daily incl. Sat. & Sun.- & other items, Besides general RR.
each class has a room of its own, each furnished with sets of C. J., Amer. digest & other
things. I Lib'n, I ass't and several student helpers. Text books kept in glass partitioned
locked roomMonday, June 19, 1933
8 - 12:15
E. L. Ogden
Wrote note to Miss Baker about asking what about schedules of HHT & E. L. O after June 20
(tomorrow) also another note enclosing copies of notices sent to W.P. Asbury, and charge
card. Mr. McClure is to take these to Main when he goes to lunch. He wants to talk to Miss
Baker & to Mr. Wells about getting the vacuum cleaner to use on the books. which Mr.
Kirkman told him he was to clean. I said I thought he'd best begin by cleaning tops of stacks
and get cardboard strips cleaned so as to have a supply ahead. Then to begin with those
books to be catalog'd next (i.e. S.D etc-). Suggested he ask for rags anyway as he will need
them for the shelves even if he gets vacuum cleaner for books. Gave emphatic notice to
several studying for bar that they are expected to be quiet. No talking & laughing, no
visiting; if they want to study for bar, stay & study at separate tables. If they want to visit,
go to students room. In view of disturbance caused by them last week, Lib. staff would stop
their talking "before it began". Those who were directly addressed: W. Wilson, Headman, V.
Akan, R. Johnson, J. Overton. They remained quite meek the rest of the morning- Later Miss
Baker phoned that (see report Tuesday 1-5:30).
1:15 - 5
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in Oregon repts. Warren Kennerly, representing W.T. Kennerly (reg.
lawyer) used library. Quite a number fairly quiet users all p.m., but a tendency to wander
about & chat. Looks usually put a stop to this however. Several inquiries over phone from
lawyers in regard to library being open at night.
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7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Continued pasting book plates. Finished Ore. set & started Pa. Mr. Bass reg. lawyer used
library. Mr. Marsh rep. L.M.G. Baker used library. Quite a large number who stayed all the
evening and were very studious.
Tuesday, June 20, 1933
8 - 12:15
H. H. Turner
Campus mail. Mr. McClure started cleaning top shelves N.E. stacks with vacuum cleaner.
Continued pasting book plates in Penna. repts. Message from Main library that when I had
no pasting to do I was to go there to get C.L. cards for me to file down here. They can't tell
when more G.p.s will be forthcoming- Read a very interesting article in current Harv. law
rev. XLVI, 8 on "Casus & frustration in Roman & Common law". Buckley. Warren Kennerly
returned, & Gen. Fowler (reg. lawyer) used library. Mr. Strand, ass't supt. of grounds, came
to see about cutting down trees, as Miss Ogden has requested enquired about it. Said he
was perfectly willing if we wanted them cut down but he did not advise. Students all
objected vigorously. Quite a stir. Referred him to Miss Baker who said emphatically NO. He
didn't wish to go ahead until he had been told to do so & I didn't feel justified to in taking
any such steps & Mr. Witham also refused to do so. Mr. Blackard in Conf. room
10:15-10:45- Mr. Witham later told a man to cut down one or two rotten trees- Students
very quiet.
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1:15 - 5
E. L. OgdenIn yesterday's phone call, Miss Baker said the vacuum cleaner was to be lent Law Library
for I week to start and we were not to expect steady work from Mr. McClure. I said I had
told him that we realized he could do it only in intervals of other work. & would do a little
at a time when he found it convenient; but if he could set a definite time each day it would
be easier for us all because then we will arrange our own work so as to have the truck clear
& ready for him when he needed it with the books, the truck being in use pretty constantly
in the work now going on in the Library. She also said nothing could be done now about the
Asbury- affair, as accounts all went in June 1.- 1 was sorry I had not finished up the matter
before, but was waiting, hoping to get a reply from Mr. A. Asked if Huffcut could be made
presentable. I said, I thought so. - had tried only a little in inconspicuous spots but mud
there washed off easily. As to sched I inferred she thought it all right to go ahead & clean
it up. She asked if I thought the evidence conclusive. I said not entirely - but if we had been
accurate in dating and if I read blurred dates right, saw no other way, She is sending back
the charge card which we ought to keep with copies of notes to Mr. Asbury. She says it may
be possible to collect from him when he comes back in Fall. I assured her that as the book
lay closed, I noticed nothing out of the way - only flicked over the pages as a matter of habit
& was surprised myself at what was revealed- It could have been taken from shelves &
returned without opening without reason to suspect anything wrong. As to trees, I had not
meant to urge their removal, merely to ask Mr. Witham what he thought- They affect the
classrooms as much as the Library - cutting out some light & air, though not seriously thought use of electric lights & fan might be slightly reduced if they are gone - distant trees
shade the windows some - but, as I said, did not request, but inquire The Asbury incident
makes me inclined to repeat a recent suggestion of mine to watch the stamp, see that it is
well inked before using - we never know when something important may hinge on it. I see
that when we display things on cat. case while fan operates, we shall have to lay them flat &
weight them down. Finished notes on Tex. reports for Miss Bergen- Goodbye till July 1
(unless something turns up that needs me sooner- "signing off” at 5:40. Good luck &
welcome C. F. H.7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in New Mexico repts. leaving Penna. at v. I Watts & Sergeant's repts. In
regard to tree episode didn't have time to make all points clear. This Mr. Strand said that
someone from law library wanted trees near building cut down as they kept out light and
air but that they had been kept for the sole purpose of shade - however he would do what
we wished and that Mr. Witham had declined to express an opinion. He suggested calling
up Miss Baker after I had declined to express an opinion, saying I didn't feel in a position to
do so. He had quite a talk with her & told me that she said no decidedly. In the meantime
the students were much excited for fear the trees were to be cut down at once! and the
morning sun roast them out. As all I knew of the subject was what was recorded on page of
June 12, 1 couldn't be very specific. So that's all.
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Wednesday- June 21, 19338 - 12:15
C. F. Heiskel
After my nice restful vacation its good to come back to my working hours and be so warmly
welcomed. See 5 new faces in Library users this a.m. Spent most of the morning looking
over Library record and affairs that have taken place since this month's vacating everything looks well kept up to date even the ferns- 7 of last years students in Library.
Marked some N.J. Eq. Rept. rather slow work as I'ld left my pen at home. A large crowd at
closing hour.
1:15 - 5
H. H. Turner
Finished pasting New Mexico book plates. Filed C.L. eds. Reported that Ore. & N.M. were
ready to accession. Mr. Wayne Parkey, reg. lawyer, used library. Also Mr. Broome for Judge
Hlicks.
7 - 9:30
4 using Library this evening-

C. F. Heiskel

Thursday, June 22, 1933
8 - 12:15
H. H. Turner
Filed C.L. cards. Read fine article speech by Rufus Choate in 1853 Jour. Am. Judicature Soc.
v.XVII, no. 1, pp 10-20 on "Judicial Tenure". Messrs. Blackard & Wilson in Conf. room 9:3010- about.
1:15 - 5
C. F. Heiskel
Mr. Broome in Library working for Judge Hicks- 15 users of Library this afternoon. Mr.
Witham brought up a list of books to be gotten by Law Review board for Library to check
over and mark what is already in Library, found one or two copies same as those on Library
shelves. A busy afternoon as a number wanted assistance7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Compared location marks in O.T.s Only 6 in library but they stayed nearly all the evening.
Friday June 23, 1933
8 - 12:15
C. F. Heiskel
At opening hour found Campus mail at Library door. A roomful. Marked volumes.
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1:15 - 5
E. L. Ogden
A surprise visit because HHT was needed in Main to help with cards. Do not know whether
another surprise will happen next week or not - depends on Main's need for HHT”s help.
Did not want to use eyes much so mended & other small jobs. Studious crowd. Mr. McClure
cleaned books all of the afternoon, asked about using vacuum cleaner on leather bound
books and agreed with me these should be done with rags.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskel
'Twas a surprise to see E. L. O . had paid Library "on duty" visit- Come again- 4 students in
Library. So glad to hear Mr. Wicker is going to be with Law College next yearSaturday, June 24. 1933
8 - 10:15
H. H. Turner
Was told yesterday that probably should be needed one more day next week in Main
library but couldn't say when - probably latter part - will also put in time over there to
make up difference in schedule for coming week..They seemed in need of help on C.L. cards.
Put location nos. in O.T. in N.E. stack.
10:15 - 12
C. F. Heiskel
Campus mail. Collated and accessioned- Find last year's Business Manager of U.T. Law Revfailed to get no. 3 of v. 18, Cornell Law Quarterly before his leaving so wrote them this a.m.
Busy morning doing odd jobs and attending to many wants.
Monday June 26, 1933
8 - 12:15
C. F. Heiskel
John Morrell, reg. member, using Library this a.m. Helped student with Contract Citation.
Mr. Norman Morrell using Library later in the morning. Much answering of phone and
helping students.
1:15 - 5
H. H. Turner
Miss Bergen sent down book plates, and cards for Ohio & Okla. Resumed pasting Penna.
repts. to v.80. Helped student with citations on Dred Scott case. Large number using library.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskel
More students using Library this P.M. than at anytime I've been on duty of evening.
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Tuesday, June 27, 1933
8 - 12:15
E. L. Ogden
Mended; also pasted through 126 Penna. New Restatements came -Torts, Property, TrustsChecked & put away- Campus mail1:15 - 5
C. F. Heiskel
See E. L. O has been with us again. Marked nos. Had an unusually large crowd as 'tis getting
near the Bar Exms. Had to speak to Ed Dalston as to his laughing, talking and disturbing
room. Told him any more of it and I'ld report him to the Dean. That seemed to settle himalso the others who had laughed with him, room quiet until closing time. Library up to 91,
no breeze, hence heat made room restless. Gave card that came about fraudulent Trust
(cases cited) to Mr. Wicker as he has that subject so Mr. Witham says.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in Penna to 194. Uncertain about other days this week as never have
much notice from Main Lib.
Wednesday June 28, 1933
8 - 12:15
C. F. Heiskel
Another crowd of prospective Bar (State) examination candidates among whom was Mr.
Ed. Dalston whose manner was quite changed from that of yesterday - most quiet and
subdued- More nos. in N.J. Miss Hayes' brother came and began using Library I inquired
where he was studying - said he was of John R. Neal's Law College (?)and was fixing to take
bar Exam.- Informed him the Dean, Mr. Witham, was thru courtesy allowing our students to
use Library until after Bar Exams and he'd have to get same privilege from Dean.-He left1:15 - 5
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in Penna repts to 246. Dalstrom Bros. grew chatty & merry so I invited
Dean to come up & admonish young gentlemen. Mr. Morrell in lib.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskel
Glad the Dalston’s got attended to by Dean, will draw a long sigh of relief when the Library
is no longer tormented by such- See books left on two tables so guess they are also for use
by students in class. A good crowd altho hot-
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Thursday, June 29, 1933
8 - 12:15
H. H. Turner
Pasted book plates in Penna. repts Finished set & started North Dakota Mr. Albright law
alumnus working for Mr. Anderson, reg. lawyer, used S. W. Very few in library as bar exam.
is in progress.
1:15 - 5
C. F. Heiskel
Such a relief not having the ones in Library that are taking the Bar exams - had to be called
down so much for talking from table to table- Changed the fan to West side to see if it
wouldn't cool room better as 'twas so hot on that side - 95 in front of room and 98 in the
rear by R. C. L. case. Marked books - N. J. Law.
7 - 9:30
H. H. Turner
Too hot for work, so read law reviews. Am out of book plates for S. D. This is my last
appearance until Sept. 5 as I work up in Main Library tomorrow, so good bye for the
present.
Friday, June 30, 1933
8 - 12:15
C. F. HeiskelMiss Walsh phoned for Miss Baker to say that Miss B- wanted the report for June monies,
etc from Law library by closing time today- Said for C. F. H. to leave it ready to send to her
by H. H. T.- as she left at 5 p.m.- Very insistent that it should reach her before July 1st- Guess
the regular Trustee meeting is set for tomorrow and all reports must be in. Mr. McClure
brought up salary cheques- Mailed E. L. O. to her- Misses Long and Turner both - leaving on
vacations- Trust theirs will do them the good mine did. H. H. T.- -You'll be missed by us two
at Library- Goodbye and all good wishes- Just the summer school students using Library
hence nice and quiet- Put nos. in N.J. Law- Helped students.
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1:15 - 5
E. L. Ogden
Phoned Miss Baker about cash as Miss Turner was wanted at Main this P. M.- Miss B. said
she would get it herself this afternoon or tomorrow morning - said she supposed no one
was going that way- I said no - not unless she wanted Mr. McClure to bring it & she said not.
Talked with Miss Williams about Pub. Util. Fortnightly which Mr. Witham agreed need not
be continued. It seems the subscription bill for came Apr. 1, 1933 for $32.50 which Main
has been paying right along although according to the advts that is the price of the bound
Pub. Util. reports vol. A-E & annual digest; their advt. gives $42.50 for these & fortnightly.
Miss Williams made some notes for next year to drop the Fortnightly if bill is increased - &
added no telling who would attend to them as "none of us know what will happen" by then.
Also told Miss Bergen that if they get hard pushed for the alphabeting HHT has been
helping with, perhaps C. F. H. & I could help in an emergency if needed - the main difficulty,
of course, being prompt & safe transportation. Worked on circulation statistics & got new
Record book ready to begin July 1.
7 - 9:30
C. F. Heiskel
So H. H. T. has bid Law Library goodbye until Sept- Do hope we can help them out over at
Main had thought of asking if there wasn't some work I could help with outside of our book
Vol. marking here- Student complaining of heat-
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